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Abstract. CTH is a family of codes developed at Sandia N_onal Laboratories for modelling complex
" multi-dimensional, multi-material problems that are characterized by large de/Ormationsand/or strong

shocks. A two-s_p, second-order accurateEulerian solution algorithm is used to solve themass, momen- _...._'_C_[
mm, and energy conservation equations. CTH includes models for material strength, fracture, porous t_ "-_

materials, and high explosive detonation and initiation. [/ft.,' !.,.,
or rate-dependent models of material strength have been added recently. The formulations _U0

of Johno_3n-Cook,Vise°pla_cZerilli-Annstrong, and Steinberg-Guina_|-Lundare standard options within CTI-LThese _ _
models rely on the use of an internal state variable (typically the equivalent plastic strain) to account for

the histoq dependence of material response. The implementation of internal state variable models will be O _ T [discussed and several sample calculations will be presented. Comparison with experimental data will be
made among the various material strength models. The advancements made in modelling material
response have signiticanfly improved the ability of CrH to model complex large-deformation, plastic-
flow dominated phenomena.

The detonation of energetic material under shock loading conditions has been an area of great interest.
A recently developed model of reactive burn for high explosives 0-lE) has been added to CTH. This
model along with newly developed tabular equations-of-state for the HE reaction by-products has been
compared to one- and two-dimensional explosive detonation experiments. These comparisons indicate
excellent agreement of CTH predictions with experimental results. The new reactive bum model coupled _cg ___ g _ _ _ _
with the adw,pces in equation-of-state modeling make it possible to predict multi-dimensional bum phe- _. _- _ _ _ 8 _: _ _, _"
nomena without modifying the model parameters fordifferent dimensionality. Most current bum models 2. _o _, _ _ _ _.,,, = ct__g"g'_ _ o _ 8 _.__
do notaccurately predict both one-dimensional plate acceleration experiments and two-dimensional cylin- _- _"._ _ _. _ _. :" b_"=
der expansion experiments simultaneously. Our implementation is significant because it represents the _ _ o _ _ _ _ _ "-
first time a multi-dimensional model has been used to successfully predict multi-dimensional detonation _ o .., o ,_ _ _ _ z
effects without requiringa modificationof the model parameters. _ = _ ,.. ,,,.*_ o c ,,gK._-,o

Examples of the featuresof CTH will be given. The emphasis in simulations shown will be in compar- _ o 0, ._ _ _ - _ ,.. "-.
ison with well charactefired experiments covering key phenomenaof shock physics, g,.__ct,_"-_g___, - 8__ _ e.
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1. Introduction ,_ _L=._ ,, .. _ ,_ . 8

The CTH (McGlaun et "di.1990) software family is a complete package for the initialization, integration ,_ o _ t_., _ _ o -- o
through time, and visualization of complex phenomena surrounding shock physics. The classes of prob- _"_"_ g K 8 8 _ _' _'

0 _.¢4 0 -" -n ,-i _]_lems that can be,analyzed with CTH include penetration and perforation, compression, high explosive det- _ _ _.. _ = _ = _-
onation and initiation phenomena, and hypervelocity impact. The software family currently consists of six '" =-° _ _ _ _ _ "
major components along with several graphics post-proce,_singtools. The major e_mponents are CTH- = ; ._ _ o g o "

GEN which sets up the initial configuration of the problem; CTHREZ which allows the user to rezone a __= .. o ..,,_ __,..ct _, = . = e _--
problem and/or combine two or more problems into one; CTH which does the time integration on the con- =. o o _ ,='_ _ _
servation equations; CTHED which allows the user to query the problem data base fordetailed cell-level _" _ ". :__ _ _ g_ g- = "_ _"m _ _ o

info_nation; CTHPLT which allows the user to produceblack-and-white or color graphics at a given time .r..,_ _ a =. _ = = _,__. _. __*._ t_

of ali computational and secondary variables; and HISPLT which allows the user to produce black-and- _ _ "_-_ _ ° "<"_
white or color graphics of ali computational and secondary variables as a function of time. _ - -"'< _ " o -__"¢ ct _hO '_ ..ct O

A detailed description of C'_ will he given in the next sections followed by a descriptionof two sire- o_ ,. _ ct _ _ _. o__-.,
ulations. The first CTH simulation is of a typical two-dimensional impact that demonstrates the effect of e..eg_ct = *' _ *_r-o''= "_
strain-rate dependent constitutive behavior. The second CTH simulation is one that is more typical of gas = .. _,. **_ ,_ ,_ =
dynamics and demonstrates the use of exact solutions in the validation of large scale "hydrocodes". _.._,._.- ,,_..__. ,, og_., "_

CTH uses an Eulerian mesh to solve the conservation equations. Six geometry options are available in ,_-_,_._ct " ct__-ct_-_ "__..__.
CTH: one-dimensional rectangular,cylindrical, and spherical; two-dimeusional rectangular,and cylindri- _ _ _, .,,.7 o .r._._,-ct "_._ _'" _ _ ,-.
c.al;and three-dimensionalrectangular.Up to ten materials and void can occupy a computational cell, al-
though the maximum numberof materials canbe changed by modifying a single Fortranparameterstate-
ment. Ingeneral, ali internal dimensions arecontrolledby Fortran parameterstatements and can be easily
modified by rebuildingthe appropriateprogram or programs.

The conservation equations of mass, energy, and momentum are replaced by finite volume approxima-
tions. For those cases whereexact conservation of mass, momentum, and energy is not possible, the user
is allowed to control how the differences are re°tiffed.
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The mesh is generatedfrom threesets of user specified spatial coordinatesx(i), y(j), and z(k) which are
logically connected. Ali quantities arecell centered except the velocities which are face centered.Ali cell-
centeredquantifies areassumed to be constantacross the cell. CTH uses a staggered mesh for the solution

" of the momentum conservation equation. However, this technique has been recently modified by inClud-
ing a method developed by Benson (1991) thatadvects face-centered quantifies with a cell-centew_ algo-
rithm, lt has been found that the cell-centered solution technique for the momentum equation has

- simplified the num_xicalalgoritluns and improved the predictionsof CTH.

2. Solution Scheme

Eulerian codes like CTH use a mesh that is fixed in space, and material flows through the mesh in
response to boundary and initial conditions. The conservation equations axe solved in two steps, a
Lagrangianstep and a remap step. In the Lagrangianstep, the Lagrangian forms of the governing equa-
tions are integratedacross a dme,step. The initial mesh distortsto follow the material motions and there is
no mass flux across the cell boundaries. After the Lagrangianstep, the remap step is performed. During
the remap step, the di_ cells are remappedback to the initial fixed mesh. CTH also allows fora third
step called thedatabase modificationstep. This step gives the useran opportunityto modify the data base
in a few select cases.

The volume, mass, momentum, andenergy must be conserved across theLagrangianstep. The mass is
conserved trivially because the mesh moves with the material duringthe Lagrangian step and no mass
crosses the cell boundaries. The remainingconservationequations are replaced with expficit finite volume
w4xesentations of the original integral equations. Although the expficit equations are solvable, the time
step mustbe controlled to prevent information flora crossing more thanone cell during a single timestep.
The timestep is the minimum ofa CFL condition derived by Hicks (1977) and a cell-volume change lim-
iting step. The volume change limit prevents excessive compressionor expansionof a cell.

An areaof considerable interest is the modelling of materialstrength.As Eulerianshock physics codes
are increasinglyused for modelling relatively low speed impacts,the emphasishas switched fromequation-
of-state issues to details of materialresponse. A linearly-elasticperfectly-plasticmaterialstrength model is
available. This model has two yield surfaceoptions: a von Mises (constant) yield surface and a pressure
dependent yield surface. Both surfaces limit the second invariantof the stressdeviator. The pressurede-
pendent surface has low strength at low pressureand increasing strengthas the pressureincreases. Both
models have thermal softening andlow density degradationcorrectionsavailable to the user.

In addition to the simple elastic plastic model, three rate-dependentviscoplastic models are available in
CTH: Johnson and Cook (1985), Zerilli and Armstrong(1987), and Steinberg et aL (1980). Ali of these
modelsutilize complex functiolml formsof the yield surface which dependson both the local materialstate
and some information about the history or mt_ependent stateof the material.Complete descriptions of
the functional forms areavailable in the noted references. The model of Johnson et al. (1990) describing
the phenomena of brittle materialfailure is also available in CTH. This model replaces the normal CTH
equation-of-state options with an internaldescriptionof the thermal responseof the material.

Strength in compression is only one aspect of material responsethat is importantfor manyof the current
applicationsof CTH. Material fracturecanalso be critical in makingaccurate predictions. CTH has histor-
ically used a void insertion model to simulate failure. This model monitors the tensile state of a cell and
refieves that tension by adding void. The model allows the user to select either pressureor principalstress
as the criteriafor tension relief. This technique is adequate to predict materialfailuredue to hydrodynmnic
spall,butdoes notpredictfailuredue to shearphenomenaorlargestrains.Anequivalentplasticstrainbased
model of Johnson andCook (1985) has been implemented in CTH. This model predicts failure due to shear
deformation.The model is coupled with the void insertion model throughthe user specified cut-off tensile
pressureor stress. If the user requests the Johnson-Cook flacture model, the user specified value for the
maximum tension that can be supported is degradedby the fractionof failed material.As the failuredue to
sheardeformation increases, the e_ount of tension that a cell can supportdecreases until the cell can sup-
port no tension. At this point the material has completely failed and will act like a fluid. Limited testing
with this model indicates that it is stable and predictsreasonableresults, but further testing is required.

A threetermartificialviscosity is used to control the discontinuity associated with shocks and other in-
stabilities. The form used to control shocks is a vector subset of the full viscosity tensor with linearand
quadraticterms.The vector includes the diagonal elements xx, yy, and zz. The third viscosity term is linear
and controls a singularpoint in the updateof the stress deviators at the axis-of-symmetry for the two-di-
mensional cylindrical geometryoption. Shearviscosity has beenfound to control non-physi_ oscillations
sometimes seen in normal penetrationsimulations.

There are three high explosive detonation models in the production version of CTH. The oldest is the
programmedburnmodel, which is appropriateforsimple detonationswhere the initiationtime andlocation



is well known.This model automaticallycalculatesthe appropriateamountof energy tobe depositedin each
cell of high explosive at the correct time. The two additional models arecapable of modelling the shock
initiation,as well as file detonationof high explosives. They arcthe Chapman-JouguetandHistory Variable
Reactive Burnmodels (Kerley 1992). Both of these models rely on the use of an internalstate variable to
monitorthe reactionparametersof the high explosive initiation.

Ali of the models discussed above areappliedduring the Lagrangianstep. After this step, the velocities,
• energies, stressdeviators,and any internal statevariablesmust be remapped back to the initial mesh. It is

duringthe remapstep where much of the cpu timeis consumedand where numericalintricaciesare impor-
tant.

The remapstep advects the appropriatemass, momentum, energy, and volume fromthe deformed mesh
of the Lagrangianstep to the original mesh. The volume flux between the old and new cells is calculated
first.An interfacetrackingalgorithm then decides which materials in the old cells aremoved with the vol-
ume flux. Next, each material's mass and internalenergyaremoved from theold to the new ceils. Finally,
themomentum and kineticenergy aremoved using the information from the interface tracker.

splittingtechniques areused to preform the multi-dimensionalremap operation.The resulting
one-dimensionalconvection equations use a second-orderaccaxrateconservativescheme developed by van
Leer(1977). The scheme used in CTH replaces a uniform distribution in theold cell with a lineardistribu-
tion. To reducethe asymmetryresulting from the operatorsplitting, a permutation scheme in direction is
applied.

The volume flux is calculatedfromthe geometryof the cell-face motion. Once that is calculated, the vol-
tuneof materialsto be advected must be estimated.The interface reconstructionalgorithms areused to es-
timatethe amountof each materialto be advected. Twointerface reconstructionalgorithms are available in
CTH.The Simple Line InterfaceCalculationscheme developed by Noh andWoodward(1976) is available
forali geometries. This technique is exact for one-dimensional geometries and effectively first-orderfor
other geometries. A higher resolution (second order) interface reconstruction scheme developed by
McGlaunet aL(1990) is also available for two-dimensional geometries.

In most formulationsof the momentumadvection equation, a staggered mesh is constructedin space and
time.Thestaggeredmeshis only usedtoadvancethe face-centered(velocity)variablesforuseby thenext
Lagrangian step. The staggered mesh requiresadditional storageanda second and differentformulation of
the differenceequations for momentum advection. A tec_ique developed by Benson (1991) has been re-
cently implemented in CTH as a partof other upgrades.This technique maps the portions of the face-cen-
teredinformationto cell-centered locations and then performs the advection on the cell-centered data. The
method requires advection of twice as much informationbut reduces the complexity of the advection
scheme significantly.Figure 1 displays a schematic of the process. The first step is to map the respective

Figure 1.Cell Centered MomentumAdvection Scheme Figure2. StrainRate Dependent MaterialDeformation
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halves of the momentum to the adjacentcell-centers. The step leaves two pieces of dataat the cell-centers
foradvection. The second step advects the new cell-centered datausing the normal advection algorithm for
cell-centereddata.After the advection step is complete, the separate halves of thecell-centered momentum
is mapped back to the face locations and a face-centered velocity is calculated. This technique has been
foundto be very effective and guaranteesthat the accuracyof the advection scheme is maintainedand has



the additional benefit of also being a monotone scheme.
The three basic variables of mass, momentum, and kinetic energy are ealculat&l from two data base

quantities:massand velocity. As a result, the three basic variables cannot ali be conserved across the remap
step. The options available to the user to account for the non-conservation of both the momentum and ki-
netic energy are: 1) the momentum is conserved and any kinetic energy discrepancy is transformed into an
internal energy source or sink; 2) the kinetic energy is conserved and the momentum is not; 3) the momen-
tum is conserved and the kinetic energy is discarded in ali eases except if the momentum fluxed into the
new cell has file opposite sign as that cell. In this ease, the energy is deposited into internal energy. The
third option is concelmmlly similar to an inelastic collision and generally gives the best results.

The finalstage of the remap step has to do with fragments smaller thana computational cell. These can-
not be placed by the interface reconstruction algorithms since noportion of that object is known to intersect
a boundary. CTH assigns a random location to the fragment's center of mass. Once the center of mass is
known, its future location is simple to determine. Using this model, the fragments move through the mesh
with the correct statistical velocity. If a fragment subsequently impacts another object, the correct impulse
is imparted to thatobject. As with most options within CTH, the user can control the advection of fragments
smaller than a computational cell. At this point, the simulation has advanced one timestep and can be con-
tinued.

The CTH software family allows the user two options to modify the simulation during execution. The
user can discard unwanted material from the spatial domain. Current options include spatial, temporal,
and data base variable (pressure, density, and temperature) filters. This option is particularly useful for
removing the low pressure and density gas that results from high explosive detonation. This gas quickly
fills the computational mesh and has little effect on the evolution of most simulations. The second option
allows the user to apply a velocity wansformafion to the mesh (moving, mesh option). Many simulations
(explosively-formed-projectile and debris formation) require an object o,'objects to translate through the
computational mesh. This typically requires the user to add mesh to allow for the translation. Appropriate
use of the velocity wansformation can significantly reduce the meshing requirements for many simula-
tions.

3. Equations-of-State

Strong shock simulationsrequire sophisticated and accurate models of the thermodynamic behavior of
materials.Phase changes, nonlinearbehavior,and fracturecan be important foraccurate predictions. CTH
has two major equation-of-state packages available to the use_. the Analytic Equation-of-State (ANEOS)
packageof Thompson and Lauson (1972) and the SNL-SESAME packageof Kerley (1991).

The ANEOS package uses a Helmholtz potential to calculate the internal energy as a function of mass
density and temperature. The use of a Helmholtz potential assures thermodynamic consistency. The
ANEOS packageallows for three-phase (liquid-vapor,liquid-solid, and solid-vapor) equations-of-state. In
addition to the multi-phase analytic forms, there are three simple analytic expressions within the ANEOS
package. _xpressions fora linear Us-up(Mie-Gruneisen), Jones-Wflkins-I.ee, and ideal gas equations-of-
state are s Ibsets of the multi-phase anfilytic forms. The drawbacks of the ANEOS package are mat it can
be difllcul': for the novice toparameterize and is computationally inefficient.

The SNL-SESAME package is based on the SESAME tabular equation-of-state representation.The tab-
ular form allows the equation-of-state to be as sophisticated as the information contained in the table. The
tabular representations may contain multiple liquid-vapor, liquid-solid, and solid-solid transitions whereas,
ANEOS is restricted to at most three. Table look-up schemes can be made very efficient on vector and par-
allel computers. Once the tables have been constructed, they are accessible to all users. In addition to the
tabular representations, analytic forms for linear Us-up (Mie-Grtmeisen), Jones-Wilkins-Lee, and ideal gas
equations-of-state are also available. The SNL-SESAME package contains two models that can be used to
represent porous media. A "two-state" model can be used to model reversible compaction and the p-(xmod-
el can be used for irreversible compaction.

4. Multi-Material Cell Thermodynamics

Each computational cell can contain up to ten materials and void. The thermodynamic state of the cell
must be determined from the volume, energy, and mass of theconstituent materials. If only one material
occupies the cell, the determination of the thermodynamic state is straight forward. If many materials
occupy the cell, the determination of the thermodynamic state is morecomplicated. Three models are cur-
rently available. The first model assumes that ali materials in a cell are at the same temperature and pres-
sure. Complex non-linear algebraic equations govern the energy partition for this model. These equations
are solved by a multi-variable Newton's iteration. There are several drawbacks associated with this model.



lt exhibits unrealistic energy flows from hot to cold materials. Also, solid material in a cell containing
vapor will not fracture because no tension can be supported. In addition, the iterations can be extremely
time consuming.

• The second model allows ag materials to have different temperatmes but identical pressures. In general,
this model is superior to the previous model described above but also has deficiencies. In some circumstanc-
es, cells containingsolid andvaporcan unrealistically partition energybetween the _lid and vaporleading

• to extreme temperaULreSin the vapor. This model also suppresses fracture in solid/vapor cells.
The third model allows ali materials to have different teanperamresand pressures. Cell quantities for this

model are volume weighted averages of the constituent materials. The principal deficiency of this model is
that there is no pressure relaxation feature for mixed material cells. In general, this model is the simplest
computationally and gives the best results. ..

5. CTH Simulations

The first simulation discussed here is a problem that describes material deformation and failure that is
inherently two.dimensional and requires a model that describes rate dependent constitUtiVebehavior. The
initialconditions for this simulationconsist of a stationary6 mm thick tantalumdiskand a 3 mm thick tan-
talum disk that is travelingat403 m/s. The CTH initial conditions area simplificationof an actualexperi-
mental configuration. Both target and projectile are 740 mm in diameter. The axis-symmetric geometry
option with squarezoning of 0.02 X 0.02 cm was chosen to represent the experimentalconditions.

Since tantalum is known to possess significant rate dependent constitutive behavior, the Steinberg-
Guinan-Lund model was chosen to represent the material. To assess the effect of rate dependent behavior,
two simulations were completed, one with the full rate dependent treaunent and one with the rate term set
to zero. Figure 2 displays the results of the two simulations. The fight hand half of Figure 2 displays the
terminal state of the target disk 170 gs after impact when the rate dependent term was set to zero. The left
hand side of Figure 2 displays the target disk at the same time when the full rate dependent model was
used. A digitized cross section from the experiment is also shown (as a dashedline) on Figure 2. One can
readily see the effect of the strain-rate hardening that the Steinberg model predicts. On the fight hand side
of Figure2, the materialdoes not possess adequate strength to resist the shearforces thatare deformingthe
target. The disk thins and finally separates at the margin. When the full rate-dependent model is applied
(see Figure 2, left side), the additional strength though strain hardeningis sufficient to resist the shear
forces at the margin of the disk. In the second ease, the agreement with the experimental result is excellent.
None of the experimental targets were sectioned, so comparisons of the internal structure are not possible.

The second simulation discussed here is the classic shock tube or Sod (1978) problem. This problem
consists of a one-dimensional shock tube in which a higher density and pressure ideal gas is allowed to
expand into a lower pressure and density ideal gas. For this simulation, the initial conditions are shown in
Figure 3. This problem is a classical Riemann problem where an exact solution can be derived as long as

Figure 3. Sod ProblemInitialConditions Figure 4. Sod ProblemSolutions
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the generated waves do not interact with the boundaries. In addition, it is a standard test problem for shock



physics models because three typical wave slructures---ararefactionfan, a contact discontinuity, and a
shock wave occur in the simulation. Figure 4 displays the density field for200 and 2000 zone CTH simu-
lationsas comparedto the exact solution. Both CTH simulationsare accuraterepresentationsof the exact

" solutions, although the 2000 zone simulation is obviously more accurate. The 200 zone simulationis of
principalinterestsince that representsa typical domain size for two-dimensionalsimulationsand is close
to the upper limit for three-dimensional domains. The 200 zone CTH simulation has a small amountof

• post-contactdiscontinuityringingas seen the particle velocity plot. Both the contact discontinuityand the
shock are slightly smeared by the diffusion in the advection scheme and the artificial viscosity, respec-
tively. Both of these effects aresubstantially reduced in the higher resolution simulation.

Both of the simulations shown here demonstrate the effectiveness of the numerical schemes and
mechanical models embodied in CTH. It has been shown to possess stateof the artnumericaltreatments
and models to representthe mechanical and energeticbehavior of materialsand can be used to predict a
wide variety of shock based phenomena.
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